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A. Use an Interaction node and assign to the Leasing and Warranty roles. Configure the 
task to indicate that the Perform Acceptance Action is for when all assignments are 
accepted. 
B. Configure the Negative connection line coming from this Task node to indicate an 
action that Leasing and Warranty Contracts have been reviewed and this asset is not under 
a 
C. Use a Task node and assign to the Leasing and Warranty roles. Configure the task to 
indicate that the Perform Acceptance Action is for when all assignments are accepted. 
D. Configure the Positive connection line coming from this Task node to indicate an 
instruction that indicates that Leasing and Warranty Contracts have been reviewed and this 
asset is 
E. Configure the Negative connection line coming from this Task node to indicate an 
instruction that Leasing and Warranty Contracts have been reviewed and this 
F. Use an Interaction node and assign to the Leasing and Warranty roles. Configure the task 
to indicate that the Perform Acceptance Action is for when any assignments are accepted. 
G. Configure the Positive connection line coming from this Task node to indicate an 
instruction that indicates that Leasing and Warranty Contracts have been reviewed and this 
asset is 
H. Configure the Negative connection line coming from this Task node to indicate an 
instruction that Leasing and Warranty Contracts have been reviewed and this 
I. Use a Task node and assign to the Leasing and Warranty roles. Configure the task to 
indicate that the Perform Acceptance Action is for when any assignments are accepted. 
J. Configure the Positive connection line coming from this Task node to indicate an 
instruction that indicates that Leasing and Warranty Contracts have been reviewed and this 
asset is 
K. Configure the Negative connection line coming from this Task node to indicate an 
instruction that Leasing and Warranty Contracts have been reviewed and this 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 83 

Which two tasks can be performed using the Users application? (Choose two.) 


A. Grant database access 
B. Create secondary account aliases 
C. Manage current user login sessions 
D. Associate new group records to the user 
E. Associate person and labor records to the user record 

Answer: A, C 
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QUESTION: 84 
Which three workflow application actions (APPACTION) can only be used in conjunction 
with anEscalation and the WFASSIGNMENT object? (Choose three.) 

A. WFAUTO  
B. WFCOND 
C. WFREJECT  
D. WFINITIATE  
E. WFACCEPT 
F. WFESCALATE  

Answer: C, E, F 


QUESTION: 85 

A global company has three organizations: North America, South America and Europe. 

Each organization has at least one site. The company wants to set up job plans that are 

standardizedacross all sites. The company also wants work order work plans to inherit the
 
specific tasks and labor/crafts from each site when a job plan is applied to the work order.
 
Which two actions should occur to meet this requirement? (Choose two.) 


A. Create a job plan at the site level 
B. Create a job plan at the system level 
C. Create a job plan at the organization level 
D. For applicable tasks and labor/craft rows, identify an organization 
E. For applicable tasks and labor/craft rows, identify an organization and site 

Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 86 

Which two fields in the Classifications application construct Classification hierarchies? 

(Choose two.) 


A. Children 
B. Use With  
C. Attributes 
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D. Classification Path 
E. Classification Parent 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 87 

Which method is used to validate the escalation being created?
 

A. Choose the Select action for Validate. 
B. There is no validation of the escalation. 
C. Save the escalation. Validation is automatic. 
D. Click the Action button, which resembles a green check mark. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 88 

Which status is valid for a user record?
 

A. Create 
B. Locked 
C. Blocked 
D. Remove 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 89 

Which type of domain cannot have a Lookup created for it?
 

A. Table 
B. Numeric 
C. Synonym 
D. Numeric Range  

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 90 
Which applications and actions are used to define field editing rules for work orders in 
various status? 

A. Domains application, Edit Rules action 
B. Administration application, Domains action 
C. Database Configuration application, Attribute Rules action 
D. Organizations application, Work Order Options and Edit Rules action 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 91 

Which two options are valid sets of portlets on the Start Center? (Choose two.) 


A. Favorite Applications, KPI Manager 
B. Result Set, Quick Insert, Communications 
C. Actions, Bulletin Board, Inbox/Assignments 
D. Favorite Applications, KPI Graph, Bulletin Board 
E. Result Set, KPI List, Quick Insert, Inbox/Assignments 

Answer: D, E 

QUESTION: 92 

What is a feature of the Integration Framework?
 

A. It supports bulk importing of XML or flat files. 
B. It supports dynamic XML integration file format.  
C. It supports sequential and random access files. 
D. It supports artificial intelligence language integration such as PROLOG. 

Answer: A 
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